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Knowledge-practices Laboratory (KP-Lab) is a 5 year, EU-funded project with
22 partners from 14 countries. The project explores knowledge practices and innovative tool
use in creation and transformation of shared knowledge artifacts and social practices.
The objective of KP-Lab is to develop a novel theoretical approach, tools and services, and
practical models to elicit deliberate creation of knowledge and advance corresponding
knowledge practices. KP-Lab puts reflective social practices and deliberate advancement
around shared knowledge artifacts to the forefront of technology-enhanced learning.
InterMedia is involved in developing theoretical foundations (WP3), and conduct multiple
case studies in workplaces (WP10). See also www.kp-lab.org and www.intermedia.uio.no.

Case studies of knowledge practices
KP-Lab partners carry out longitudinal case studies in higher education and workplaces. The cases
study knowledge practices for the 21st century, focusing on epistemic artifacts that help towards
transformation of knowledge practices. We are particularly addressing complex, authentic problems,
calling for cross fertilization and boundary crossing, and use of innovative technologies.

Theoretical approach
KP-Lab’s theoretical approach is based on assumptions of learning that involves collaborative
efforts to advance ideas, knowledge and tool-use to transform social practices and clarify complex
objects. This knowledge-creation perspective is called trialogical learning. Trialogical leaning
incorporates use and development of innovative tools, and goes beyond approaches to learning as
individual knowledge acquisition as well as social interaction without joint artifact development.

Tool use and technology development
KP-Lab explores tool use in the case studies. The project develops a technological platform with
tools and services relying on open standards for Semantic Web, user-defined ontologies, real-time
multimedia communication, ubiquitous access, and networked or wireless devices. This will be a
modular, open, flexible and extensible system where users customize Shared Spaces of tools and
services. Most development is open-source based and compatible with web deployment standards.

InterMedia’s case studies of knowledge creation and practice transformations
1) KIKK (Kunnskapsstyring for Intern Kommunikasjon og Kundebehandling) explores Knowledge Management for Internal
Communication and Customer Relations. The case study focus on 1) adaptive product development, 2) mentoring
arrangements for horizontal boundary crossing and 3) knowledge construction within the company and across contexts.

2) DiCAP-Ullern focused on designing institutional change and professional learning in a school as a workplace. The project is
located in an upper secondary school in Norway being involved in a series of intervention studies over the last four years.
Social and technological interventions are studied as evolving, transforming practices and trialogical learning.
3) Ahus - Standardized work descriptions explores evolving tool-use and transforming knowledge practices at a hospital,
when they re-organize the clinical procedures and create a comprehensive knowledge infrastructure. We analyze
negotiations leading to tool modification, and explore the use of the knowledge infrastructure as epistemic artifact over time.
4) Multi-disciplinary knowledge practice in nanotechnology explored knowledge practices in a laboratory engaged in interdisciplinary collaboration to create, experiment with and stabilize evolving microfluidics technology. We explore conditions for
evolution and transformations in knowledge practices and tools use in this multi--disciplinary nanotechnology team.
5) Ahus - Expanding knowledge practice in cardiology explores development and use of web based solutions for training
and learning. The case study focus on the pedagogical design and the affordances that web-based tools originally designed
for educational and schooling purposes can provide for training, knowledge construction and support of workplace learning.
6) ChronICT explored features of wiki, blog and feed functionalities to illustrate collective knowledge advancement and
augment activities of daily living and knowledge practices focusing on 1) self-care and “live well” with a rare malformation, 2)
information and knowledge sharing, and 3) ICT-resources as infrastructure to create knowledge and share experiences.

7) PlictE explored wiki functionalities to illustrate collective advancement of knowledge. During the study the teacher’s
presence in the virtual environment was challenged. We also saw that the learners readily improved each others writing, but
hesitated to revise other’s content. Their knowledge advancement processes was adding complementary content.
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